Abstract—The precast industry having activities that require great physical effort of workers, given that an increasing growth in the use of these constructions in components. Thus, the sector must have continuous monitoring of their activities, in order to seek interventions that aim to ensure a healthy work environment. With the intention to offer a healthy environment for workers, this study adopted the Ergonomic Work Analysis (EWA) as ergonomic diagnostic method to evaluate the working conditions imposed on workers of a precast industry located in the city of Teresina-PI. Was used two checklists established in the literature (OWAS and RULA) for the analysis with a sample of the population of workers who come each production sector in order to identify the postures taken by employees during the performance of work activities and their consequent discomfords and risks of developing diseases related to work. From the analysis there were many postural constraints made by workers and various areas of discomfort in the body, as well as poor conditions related to physical/environmental, generating disease development risks related to work. Finally, some recommendations were made in order to neutralize the bad working conditions identified.

Index Terms—Ergonomic work analysis, OWAS, precast industry, RULA.

I. INTRODUCTION

The construction industry is rising in most developing countries, among which we can mention Brazil. In recent years the sector had steady growth, being one of the main foundations of the industrial development of the country [1]. Thus there was the adoption of different construction practices, linking the use of new technologies and materials [2] which provided the spread of precast concrete elements [3] on the speed of construction and the lowest aggregate cost [4]. Although precast are becoming common in construction sites [5], these are characterized by activities that require great physical effort of workers, which is likely to cause harm to health thereof. Given this perspective, the methods of ergonomic studies arise as a major factor in the industrial environment, given the benefits that an improvement and qualification program brings in workers' health [6]. Among such methods, was highlight the OWAS and RULA to be widespread in literature, providing an analytical view of work and allowing a series of recommendations for improvements. Therefore, this study aims to conduct an ergonomic analysis in a precast industry from OWAS and RULA methods.

II. METHODOLOGY

The precast industry, study target, is located in the city of Teresina-Brazil and was chosen because of its representation in the trade of the region. Data were collected during the period of October to December 2014, checking the major sectors showed ergonomic problem. It should be noted that the data collection instruments were used after knowledge on the part of the author and are applied in days of common work. In order to explain the instruments used, it can be list its main features below.

A. OWAS

The Ovako Working Posture Analysing System (OWAS) was developed in 1977 by researchers Karu, Kansi and Kuorinka, which is the observation and analysis of the different positions taken by the workers, by combining three codes: the first related to the position dorsal worker, the second with the position of the arms and the third with the position of the legs [7].

B. RULA

Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) was developed by Lynn McAtamney and Nigel Corlett, in 1993, for an analysis of body posture, focusing on upper body, but including the bottom [8] where efforts will be evaluated made by employees during the course of its activities that may lead to muscle fatigue and possible diseases of the upper limb work-related [9].

III. RESULTS

By knowing the entire process of producing precast, it was found that there are three sectors in a higher incidence of great physical effort movements: ironware, concreting and formwork/curing. The first sector consists of the construction of the metallic structure of precast, and blacksmiths are responsible for cutting and put the iron in your application site following the design specifications. The second sector, the concreting, consist the machining of concrete to be used in the manufacture of precast parts, the workers being in charge of collecting, transporting and mixing the raw materials — sand, gravel and cement — to give the fresh concrete, and transport it to the next step. The third and last sector, the formwork/curing consists in forming the pre-molding being responsible for the masons to perform the addition, alignment and density of the concrete mass in the mold. Thus, through the activities developed by the workers and the working conditions at each stage of the production process, was begun the analysis.
A. Ironware Sector

In iron cutting activity, the employee assumes an inclined dorsal posture, with both arms down and the two straight legs. Fig. 1 shows the movements of workers. Given the combination of the positions taken during the course of iron cutter and the cargo handled, the OWAS method considers that the physical burden of posture is slightly harmful, in this way some modifications are needed to change the posture in the near future. However, according to the RULA method it should perform an observation of activity, where changes may be required.

![Fig. 1. Combination of postures assumed during the iron cutter: (a) Arm; (b) Forearm; (c) Handle; (d) Rotation of the handle; (e) The neck; (f) Stem; (g) Legs.](image)

In the activity of assembling the metal structure, the worker assumes an inclined dorsal posture, with both arms down and the two straight legs. The cargo handled by the employee is between 10 and 20 kg, in which Fig. 2 illustrates this activity. About the prospect of OWAS method, has a slightly harmful posture, where steps are needed to change the posture in the near future. Already through the RULA method, it appears that we should perform an observation of activity, where changes may be required.

![Fig. 2. Combination of postures adopted during the assembly of the metal structure (a) Arm; (b) Forearm; (c) Handle; (d) Rotation of the handle; (e) The neck; (f) Stem; (g) Legs.](image)

B. Concreting Sector

At harvest activity of the raw material, where was use the shovel, the worker assumes an inclined dorsal posture, with both arms down and the two straight legs, as can be evidenced by Fig. 3. The cargo handled by the worker in this activity is less than 10 kg (each drawing with shovel). Thus, the method OWAS considered a slightly harmful posture, with the need to take action to change the position in the near future. The RULA method, in turn, finds that there is no need for research or changes introduced soon.

![Fig. 3. Combination of postures assumed during harvest activity of the raw material: (a) Arm; (b) Forearm; (c) Handle; (d) Rotation of the handle; (e) The neck; (f) Stem; (g) Legs.](image)

With regard to the activity of pouring the raw materials to the mixer machine, there is a sloped back posture with both arms upwards and a straight leg cargo handled in excess of 20 kg, shown in Fig. 4. The OWAS method considers a normally harmful posture, where it is necessary to adopt measures to change the position as soon as possible. In line with this analysis, the method RULA states that requires investigation and immediate changes to the workplace.

![Fig. 4. Combination of positions taken during the activity to dump the raw material into the mixer: (a) Arm; (b) Forearm; (c) Handle; (d) Rotation of the handle; (e) The neck; (f) Stem; (g) Legs.](image)

In the concrete transport activity to the formwork, the worker assumes a straight dorsal posture, with both arms down, with displacement with legs and a busy load of 20 kg, according to Fig. 5. The method OWAS considers a normal posture, without requiring remedial measures. Furthermore, the method observes that RULA no need for research or changes introduced soon.

![Fig. 5. Combination of positions taken during the actual transport: (a) Arm; (b) Forearm; (c) Handle; (d) Rotation of the handle; (e) The neck; (f) Stem; (g) Legs.](image)

C. Formwork/curing Sector

When performing the activity of adding concrete in molds, the employee assumes an inclined dorsal posture, one arm up and the two straight legs, with the cargo handled by him less than 10 kg, as shown in Fig. 6. The method OWAS considers a slightly harmful posture, with the need to take action to change the position in the near future. Already RULA method considers should be made a note of the activity, may be required some changes.

![Fig. 6. Combination assumed postures to add concrete formwork in: (a) Arm; (b) Forearm; (c) Handle; (d) Rotation of the handle; (e) The neck; (f) Stem; (g) Legs.](image)

As for the retouch activity of preformed parts, it was observed that the worker assumes an inclined dorsal posture and slightly twisted, with arms down and a straight leg, with the smallest busy load 10 kg. Fig. 7 illustrates these various positions. The OWAS method indicates that there is a risk to workers’ health, because it is considered adopting a slightly harmful posture, with the need to take action to change the position in the near future. The RULA method finds that requires an investigation into the process, and subsequent changes.

![Fig. 7. Combination of postures assumed when performing the finishing retouches on the precast part: (a) Arm; (b) Forearm; (c) Handle; (d) Rotation of the handle; (e) The neck; (f) Stem; (g) Legs.](image)
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

Given the similarity in applications of OWAS and RULA methods, the comparison of results provides a better loyalty of possible intervention actions from them, since many are the postural constraints pointed out by them. Thus, comparing the results of the methods for each activity, obtaining the following analysis:

- For iron cutting and assembly activities of the metallic structure: the results obtained with the application of models were similar, where both models found that this activity requires investigation, whether or modifications may be required of the work station in the near future;
- For harvest activity of the raw material: although both results suggest the need for changes in jobs, there was a difference in the urgency of these, being which OWAS pointed in less emergency changes, while the RULA pointed out the need for immediate changes;
- For the activity to dump the raw material into the mixer: the two methods obtained similar results, where both applications indicated the urgent need for changes in jobs and working postures;
- For concrete transport activity: yielded different results between the two methods, where the OWAS did not consider the requirement of corrective measures, while the RULA indicated the need for research and changes soon;
- For the activity of adding concrete in molds: Similar results showed that both models have identified that this activity requires investigations, whether or modifications may be required of the job in the near future;
- For retouch activity in the pre-molded parts: the results obtained from the application of the methods were equivalent, where both demonstrated the need for investigations and modifications soon the jobs and working postures.

Before the comparison, one can see that despite some differences. Approximately 93% of the results indicated the need for corrective actions with regard to posture and jobs. Thus, it is understood that, despite the similarity analysis of OWAS and RULA methods, the applicability of the latter is more detailed compared to the first, considering that in his analysis are considered more variables.

V. CONCLUSION

Currently, the working condition provided by the companies has received great attention when it comes to reactions that inappropriate work conditions can bring to the workers. In this way, the search for the adequacy of the work to the individual is increasingly common, considering that provides a healthy environment, creating thus a better quality of life and improved worker productivity.

In this sense, the present study aimed to analyze the ergonomically activities performed by workers of the production department of a precast industry, based on the use of posture analysis techniques of OWAS and RULA methods. In general, the results of both the applied instruments linked to the lack of ergonomic training and labor gymnastics, and physical/environmental factors such as exposure to sunlight, high temperature and high levels of noise, lead to worker a considerable number of fatigue and discomfort, especially in the dorsal and lumbar regions, hands and arms and legs, in view of the exposure time to work. Thus, before the various postural constraints raised by the methods used above, emerges the need to identify some recommendations to improve operating conditions in the jobs studied, such as:

- For iron cutting activity: it is suggested that an adjustment must be made at the time of cutting bed according to the height of the workers, thereby to improve posture while occurs the activity by decreasing the stress load on the neck and spine. In addition, a study of the automation activity, the use of an automatic cutting machine in which the official position itself only iron for cutting is predictable, can be high;
- For the activity of assembly of the metal structure: can be suggested adjustments to the height of the mounting bench according to the height of the workers, preventing buckling during this operation constantly, and targeting labor gymnastics to hands and fingers, since they are the body parts most commonly used in this activity;
- For harvest activity of the raw material: to be directed dedicated staff to perform these activities, was recommended the rotation of these with the other employees in the sector, with a view postural conditions in their achievements as well as work breaks around 10 minutes every hour worked, seeking to avoid monotony and repetitiveness, and the resulting discomfort arising from these activities;
- For concrete transport activity: we recommend a floor cleaning where they circulate employees with hand carts, allowing thus to flow with greater ease, reducing the exercise of the legs and arms effort to move the carts;
- For performing the activity of adding concrete in molds: suggest the height adjustment of the benches of formwork, according to the stature of the workers, in order to avoid the column inclination to perform this activity, in addition to not need to raise the arm above 45 degrees relative to the line of the body;
- For the retouch activity of preformed parts: one adjustment at the time of the stands where the demolded parts are arranged is suggested, according to the height of the worker, so that there is not the steep slope and bending the spine to perform this activity;
- It is suggested also the adequate and continuous use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) during the execution of activities, avoiding mental fatigue generated by the noises emitted in working machines.

It is noteworthy that the latter two recommendations, although no ergonomic appeal, are inwardly of the adequacy of the workplace to the worker, goal of ergonomics. However, all recommendations suggested activities contributing to the reduction or neutralization of fatigue and work-related diseases.
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